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CHAPTER I 

A BRIEF SURVEY OF THE LITERATURE 

The search for a satisfactory nuclear potential in Quantum 

Field Theory (hereafter referred to as Q.F.T.) has been long and 

the attempts have been numerous. The difficulty of the problem 

is twofold: firstly, because a potential is not Lorentz covariant, 

we have to find a way to convert the relativistic formalism of 

Q.F.T. into its non- relativistic equivalent; secondly, because no 

satisfactory method of calculating quantities appearing in Q.F.T. 

has yet evolved, we have to find ways to approximately calculate 

the potential that emerges out of the dissolution of the first 

difficulty. Different authors took different attitudes to either 

of these problems, and the result was a proliferation of proposals 

with varying degrees of success. Diverse though these proposals 

are, they fall into four main classes. We will briefly summarize 

them below, (We will work with the system of units in which 

c =ñ =1). 

(1) Canonical Transformation : - 

We look at the Schrodinger equation 

in Q.F.T. and use the eigenvectors VE) of the free field 

equation 

Ho () ;AXE) 
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as a basis of representation, of which the two -nucleon subset 

is labelled by a, ß, ... with energies Ea, Ep, ... and the 

rest by j, k, ... with energies Ej, Ek, ... . Assuming that 

H' contains only terms of first order in the coupling constant 

g, the procedure is to find a unitary operator exp i SW so 

-Ghat 

, 
r C i r 

, 
and 

èS 
Hez +Ì.LH adlLHsu1lC 

)}.., 
(1.1) 

to first order in g contains no terms coupling the two -nucleon 

subset to the rest of the Hilbert space. Since in (l.l) terms 

up to first order in g are 

Ha } H' LH Sao 
our object is accomplished if 

) ¿ 
H0(. 

So Ed 1 (1.2) 

the other matrix elements of SU) are arbitrary. Notice (1.2) is 

not defined when Ea = E. 

The (a, j) elements remaining in (1.1) are now at least of 

the second order in g, which we can remove in exactly the same 

way by suitably choosing a second unitary transformation exp i1) 

This procedure can be repeated ad infinitum to remove the (a, j) 

elements of successively higher order in g and eventually we have, 

at least in theory, 
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(Ko+ V) - UtH ̀-' ) 

) (a) Sc) 
with U ^ S u Q S(1) A,44, 

and V having no (a, j) elements. The two- nucleon subset can 

now be handled separately and a two -nucleon Schrodinger equation 

is then obtained. 

In practice we stop after removing the (a, j) elements to 

fourth order in g, and neglect terms of higher order. This 

method has been used, among others, by D. Feldmanl) 

Apart from the difficulty arising when Ea = E, mentioned 

earlier, this method leaves no room for renormalization. 

(2) The Projection Operator:- 

The theoretically most developed form of this method was 

published by Fukuda, Sawada and Taketani(2) We again use the 

eigenstates of the free Hamiltonian to form a basis of repre- 

sentation, but for the separation of the two- nucleon subset 

we use the projection operator W onto this subset. The 

stationary Schrodinger equation 

I-11 =FIT> 
can then be split into two equations: 

and 

or 

(1.3) 

(E-H0)WIi» = WH'WIg> + W1-1'(1-w)Ig>, (1.4) 

(\- W)(Ho- H')Ig> = E (I-W) 1/>, (1.5a) 

l 
C 
1--W 

jj 1 T >-- (1°W, , C:(11-W)14/W(%?¡.5b) 

ENo 



Eliminating (w)> from (1.4) and (15)), we get 

(E W w w Ig) 
E 

I ° I 

N, 
(I`w) H (1.6a) 

-- 

From (l.5a) we get 

I9i = 
I - W Ik» 

(1-w) Hi 

(1.6b) 

(1.6a) looks like a Schrodinger equation for a two -nucleon 

system if we regard W I> as the state vector. We may not do 

so, however. The reason is that since 

< L1)1 --(iaIw[wJtTwll W I.T1t ? _ ;I, (1.8) 

MO will change its norm when H' is switched off. This 

means that the "interaction term" in (1.6a) is not Hermitian. 

To avoid this difficulty Fukuda et al. proposed to use as the 

state vector of two - interacting nucleons 

= C veut swe1 > _W(St7)4wl> 

instead of W> . Then from (1.6b) we get 

or 

(1.9) 

E W(ftnyZW = W*11 [V4 No}WH/7IW(1q5'iZkniL3JwI > 

E °Xi> = W(1t5> (4 0 >, 



Hence we get 

with 
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( E ^N°) = V IP>, ( 1.10) 

V - W(sts)y'w(I{p+Ñ1)VV(1J)AV`/- WHa W3 (1.11) 

i.e., a stationary Schrodinger equation for the two- nucleon 

system. 

The disadvantages of this method are, firstly, that in the 

complicated formal manipulation of the various operators we do 

not quite know the validity of the steps (in actual calculation 

when we expand formally the expression (1.11) we again come up 

with vanishing denominators as in the previous method); and 

secondly, there is again no provision for renormalization. 

Since Haag` " proved his famous theorem, that in Q.F.T. 

two free fields and two interacting fields cannot be connected 

by a unitary transformation, the greatest drawback of the two 

methods so far outlined is precisely the assumption of such a 

transformation. True, when we come to calculate anything in 

Q,.F.T. we usually must fall back on perturbation theory, but at 

least we should try to have the definition of any physically 

meaningful quantity independent of the validity of the inter- 

action picture. In the two methods we are about to describe, 

this criterion is satisfied. 
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3) The Bethe -Salpeter equation: - 

Gell- Mann and Low(4) showed that if we take as the wave 

function of a two -nucleon state the expression 

(1T (kQ(z1) ktiCzy)) g} x,,) 

where *(x1), if(x2) are dressed field operators in the Heisenberg 

picture and {ik) is any of a complete set of state vectors, then 

(x1, x2) obeys the Bethe -Salpeter equation 

a0) X(t) 
+ 

) 
Ó 

(z) 
+ )l 

1 
xt p xL) 

= d.¢'t d.x. 6-Cx t, 7f.i; > zz g, (z.; xi ) ) 1.12 i ( 

or the two simultaneous integro- differential equations 

+ i(xt)xa)~ Stettli L4 (xt)X 1.1 X47.t)i (X.11) )41) (1.13) 

where the index i = 1, 2. 

Krolikowski and Rzewuski( 5) showed that (1.13) can be 

transformed. into 

(al4. )r()+14.,)g6tt,x.L) 
=STA es; (si) y d d c) ) 

NI ÿ) 
frs' ( 1.14) 

al II 

G) , 

where A Or' , Ty) is a function of x1, x2, x as well as 

a functional of the two space -like surfaces al , Ti , and must 

satisfy a certain equation (see reference 5) . In particular, if 

we choose 17 and a: to be the same plane with t = constant, 

we get 

L 
2 a ) ca4 

, ti(x, 
xl)t) = (Na + N ) (II xL) t) - 

.. fgz3zI. 
V(Xi) x: j XI ) 

1.21.; tJ ri(7t1 x2.) t, (1.15) 



where t) (')¡ t6) ti ) , (°: ) tì ) U.) 
H o = 1 ó . Q 4- i"^-) )-v +- tM B 

V(2.Au; 1, t.) =L 
L6 

42;11''x ) 

u) ct) (1.16) 4-x °,?, ] j .1 

If the interaction is time -independent, Gt`) will depend on the 
0 

xi through (x1 - x2) and (x1 - x2) and 

G.) t) 
0-) _ A Cxt) xL; 

Although we have now in (1.15) a form of Hamiltonian formula- 

tion, it may include pair creation in which case we do not have an 

exclusively two- particle theory. The way to get round this 

difficulty is well -known: we simply use one or a series of 

r oldy- Wouthuysen transformations( 18) to eliminate the coupling 

to the ° negative energy' states. 

It should be pointed out that the majority of the authors, 

e.g. Klein and McCormick 
6) 

, did not use the formulation outlined 

here which seems to the present author to be by far the most 

elegant. 

The most serious theoretical difficulty involved in the use 

of the Bethe -Salpeter equation is that the kernel in (1.12) or 

(1.13), if calculated in perturbation theory, turns out to be 

divergent even in renormalizable theories 7) 
. 

(4) The Method of the S- matrix:- 

This method is the oldest, and many authors, e.g., Henley 

and Ruderrnan(8), Hilda et al.(9) , used it.: Essentially it consists 
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in calculating the 3-matrix elements (i.e., the transition ampli- 

tudes) for nucleon -nucleon scattering elements from Ç.F.T., 

identifying them as those of a potential theory, and substituting 

them into the 'second' Lippmann -Schwinger equation (2.9a). Since 

so far the S- matrix elements in Ç.F.T. are unambiguously defined 

only when the energies of the initial and final states are equal 

( on the energy -shell) , whereas (2.9a) involves elements between 

states of different energies (off the energy-shell), a lot of 

arbitrariness is involved resulting from a choice for the latter 

elements. This arbitrariness is reflected in the potential 

obtained; an unfortunate choice may lead to divergences. 

Another approach involving the use of dispersion relations 

avoids this difficulty at least as far as the on- the -energy -shell 

elements of the potential is concerned, though the philosophy of 

identifying the S- matrix elements is still retained. The most 

elegant formulation of this approach was put forward by Charap 

and Fubini(10), (11). It is probably the best method to date; 

we will therefore discuss it more fully in Chapter 3. 

Unfortunately their success was confined to boson -boson 

scattering only. Besides, they had to use the single representation, 

if not Mandelstam' s conjecture of a double representation, of the 

scattering amplitude. The latter of these representations has not 

been proved for boson -boson scattering, while neither has been 

proved for the case of nucleon -nucleon scattering. In view of this 

we shall try in Chapter 4 to find a way of defining the potential, 

assuming only the validity of axiomatic Ç.F.T., first put forward 
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systematically by Lehmann, S,ymanzik and Zimmermann. In the cal- 

culation of this potential, we a2e forced to use perturbation 

theory, which is done in Chapter 5. Discussion of our result is 

reported in Chapter 6. In the next chapter we shall prepare the 

ground for our definition of the potential by writing out in 

detail the Low equation which holds in potential theories. 
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CrTAPTER 2 

THE LIPPMiANN SCHWINGER E UATIONS AND THE LOW EQUATIONS 

The material presented here is well -known and can be found 

in most text-books in one form or another. We write it out below 

in full for later use. 

We consider an elastic scattering system in which Ho and V 

are respectively the free Hamiltonian and the potential. Let 

I L) satisfy 

Ho Co.) = Fa1E0k) 

where we use a single suffix a to denote the eigenvalues of 

observables forming a complete set. Lippmann and Schwinger( 12) 

proved that a solution, with the same eigenvalues a, to the 

equation 

can be written 

or 

(t-t,+ V )14.0, = 

t,--> 
= ) d 

^ 
o 

y -E 
rt 

Ia}--d)_ -E « + VÌa* 
1i o 

(2. 1) 

(2.2a) 

(2.2b) 

where "in" ( "out" ) denotes the boundary condition that in the 

infinite past (future) the state in out behaves like 

a free state, i.e., the particles in the state do not interact. 
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Of course bound states, if they exist, cannot be represented in 

this way; they obey 

1ß> - '_E `!ß> (2.3) 

(2.2a) and (2.2b) are generally known as the Lippmann -Schwinger 

equations. If we multiply from the left (2.2a), (2.2b) and (2.3) 

by ( §f,` , we get what we shall call the 'first' Lippmann- 

S chwinger equations 

and 

(it l get 

(fisik v} = FEOils (Vld/ 

(1116> = (Er -Eg)-`(..if 
I v! 

(2.4a) 

(2.4b) 

(2.5) 

The left hand sides of the last three equations are merely the 

Fourier transforms of the wave- functions of the respective states 

if no spin or iso -spin is involved, and if a, ß then denotes the 

momenta of the particles. 

Lippmann Schwinger( 12) further proved that the S- matrix 

elements from the state a to the state ß is 

or 

Sß,t = (Tß l 
= ) - a,ri, SCErE..) v t:~% 

= d:) ---arL 8(Ep-E,)(1t,,,,,rIvlL). 

We define the "reaction" matrices D 
(-) 

and DC.} by 

(2.6a) 

( 2.60) 
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D`(s = CI IvlIL 
D`} -- (F v i ) 

for any two states a and ß (on or off the energy shell). 

In analogy we define 

DfB = (FeIVIe ?. 

Using ( 2.2a) we get 

D' = v ( zg(slv I )CChI vi 
fd n Er, - .E,,, - t 

- v¢Dh .- °` -Z Eco.- 

(2.7a) 

(2.7b) 

(2.9a) 

where the summation over n extends over a complete set of 

free states. Similarly from (2.2b) we get 

1)(+) == V -- 
D Una 

(s n - + t:t (2.9b) 

We shall refer to (2.9a) and (2.9b) as the 'second' Lippmann- 

Schwinger equations 

On the other hand if we rewrite (2.4a) by making the sub- 

stitutions 

I -- vILvx , CEp 

take its complex conjugate, multiply throughout by (i¢t v( )1h;-> 
and then sum over all the scattering "in" states, we get, on 
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rearranging, the Low equation for D 
() 

af 
>= E. [(§g Ivlgi0Wl- 41IVIiN>(C`Ivli,) d . E -E - e t 

-, 

D. 
eg _Vd rEdh or -' 

E Es- 

with 

E,l 

VB.,. = P1Oviih X h ,-Itd/ } Clv \,;'. 
(2.10a) 

2.11a) 

The terms involving bound states in (2.10a) cancel out due to 

(2.5); of course they will not be there if the system has no 

bound states. 

The same sort of manipulations with (2.4b) leads to 

( #) * (4. ar 

ZD1,DKA _Z Die 
f i` °t H EN E *. t F ) (2.10b) 

ß e ß 

the Low equation for D« 
Of course we also have 

vpot _ C v.r><Ke-Jrr v ii4) 4- 

;?1-11 (YR>Ohitlik). 

At this point we pause to examine equations (2.6a) to (2.10b). 

The first thing to notice is that Dßá and Dom are equal on the 

energy -shell by virtue of (2.6a) and (2.6b); off the energy- shell, 

they are most likely different. For if the right hand sides of 

( 2.4a) and (2.4b) are the "Fourier transforms" of the wavefunctions 

of the " in" and "out" states, then we should expect D. and 

alp, to be different. 

Before we consider the second point, let us multiply from the 

(2.11b) 
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left (2.1) by (fISI , We get on rearrangement 

et ( 4 Eyt) (i co. I w, v:-j* (2.12) 

411 

and an analogous equation for D. Substituting (2.12) into 

(2.10a) shows that if Ea is small, the coupling of D to Dñc 

t - 
and Dßn where En > Ea is only apparent so that alteration of 

the values of the last two will not affect that of the first. 

Similarly alteration of the values of DPn and Dna does not 
tot 

affect that of Dßa if En > E. Taken together, these two facts 

mean that as long as we get the matrix elements between low 

energies correctly, we shall get low -energy scattering correctly 

though the potential involves high -energy elements. This is our 

second point. 

The third point to be noticed is that in (2.10a) and (2.10b), 

the matrix elements of the potential involve only low- energy 

scattering states if we deal with low energy scattering, whereas 

(2.9a), (2.9b) necessarily contain matrix elements of the potential 

involving scattering states of high energy. Since we know the con- 

cept of a potential can only hold for low energy phenomena, (the 

concept of low energy in this context cannot be defined till we 

come to Chapter 4 where we deal with Q.F.T.), we do not expect to 

be able to derive in Q.F.T. equations analogous to (2.9a) and (2.9b). 

We will therefore forget about them in the rest of this chapter 

and proceed to write out in detail (2.10a) for nucleon- nucleon 

scattering, with the initial two nucleons specified by (2, a; k, ß) 

and the final nucleons by (2', a'; k', p'), the Greek letters denot- 

ing the spins and isospins, while the Latin letters the -."our- momenta. 
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"te shall assume the potential to have the form 

VCxt,? .; 1 /4.1) = 8 (6.- Y)b(1 -*)V( ,vy,) 

in accordance with the general form of a potential between two - 

nucleons found by Marshak and Okubo(13) . This form tells us 

that the two- nucleons form a closed system, and the non -locality 

of the interaction is limited to that due to differential operators. 

Then 
/ g / .- ., IVI , k 

) 4) - 
, - ( }A'' t -41) d;x s ` c'-g')/z 

( 

(A Tr)' 1 

x V 0 ( ) 
eix(4-4)/2 

, x 

= 8(414(12 .4- P dix è ̀ r-.x/ e-` 442)4 -). p x 

(ar? S 

where 

X V (11, Dt. ) x4-4)4 tot, 

Pti ut 
u ca) 1 

J 

(2.13) 

_ 0_0 i I c z ) ( 2 .1 j ) 
cr ' 

are respectively the charge- and the spin -exchange operators. We 

define ('- k'( V (4- ) by the equation 

(4,') d'` Mott; cp -04+c-4-k_)(t'-il vit-c. ( 2.15) 

In the rest of this chapter, we shall suppress the spin 

and iso -spin dependences. 

Because the two nucleons form a closed system, the motion 

of the centre -of -mass must be that of a free particle. This 

m X, Y are the C -M coordinates; x, , the relative coordinate, 
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means that the "Fourier transforms" of the wavefunctions of the 

states, and therefore through (2.4a) and (2.4b) the matrix elements 

lt) t-) 

of D and D , must contain a factor a (t -40.) . We there- 

fore define the functions xt +(r,.) ) (t..! k x( */ ß) 

and the scattering matrices T + , Tom' , T by the following 

equations: 

äc4-f T''''tIZ4 3 .1.,f%) _ (e, Os- 

s -4 --41)7(4-)41, t,; /is ) -(#',4.'0.0'iv )*>> 

S q! - tg, V ie41 1 Q) -- (k', 4' I Y I 11>; 

-k-4) x(,; 4- Its) i f14,¡ Ù- 

á (ga-* -4t_ *) x`+' at',.e; 424 ( , er^r 

-It) x I -';$) = (42 )(g' 

2.16) 

2.17) 

The Low equation in T' can now be obtained from (2.10a) : 

T)C, , ` (-.Ì - 
._.. 

-- Mit', 41' t3 ) 714 4: ß) 

4ti,44 ER - E - F - (2.13) 

provided p' + k' = p + k . 

Notice that in the centre -of -mass system, the functions 

are essentially the "Fourier transforms' of the wavefunctions 

and the proviso attached to (2.18) is then redundant. 
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The equation for 00 
(k', 2.1; g, k) analogous to (2.18) is 

easily obtained from (2.lob). 

Equations (2.10a) , (2.lOb) do not define D, D4.) , and 

hence T T(+, , uniquely. To ensure that their solutions 

correspond to physical reality, we need the unitarity conditions 

written symbolically as 

and 

).- Carr) 4E, DY, N 
J 

E : N 

provided 

ì 
t}) sR) t}, L * 

1 E o ) 

provided 5.1/4 = E 

The summations extend over a complete set of free states, 

(2.19a) 

( 2.19b) 
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CHAPTER 3 

METHOD USING DISPERSION RELATIONS 

As was pointed out in Chapter 1, the most elegant and satis- 

factory formulation of this method was put forward by Chara7 and 

Fubini( 10),(11) In reporting their success here, we shall use a 

slightly different treatment of the field -theoretical Fe man 

amplitude, so that in the case of identical particle 'sdattering, a 

direct appeal to perturbation theory is avoided. 

We shall assume in this chapter that nucleons are bosons. 

It has been proved by Khuri(14) that for a system of two 

non -identical bosons interacting through a wide class of 

potentials involving no charge exchange, the T- matrix obeys a 

one -dimensional dispersion relation: 

¡ .T' (.s' ) kit T ,t> =V 
+" 

j1 .... 

where t is the square of the momentum transfer, and It is the 

magnitude of the momentum of one particle in the centre -of -mass 

system. ',Ide can write it in a subtracted form: 

with 

L - Tl, t) _ 
o 1"- ) (3.1) 

V(t) T(a,t) - dt, 910»T(1'1 , 
oy(L 

Suppose we have a charge- exchange potential U: 

UCt) = v) (t) + VE(k) pt, 

(3.2) 
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Pr being the charge-exchange operator.. If we introduce the 

projection operators . = ± PL) 

for isotopic triplet and singlet states, we can write 

with 

V+ ^ V - VE 

T = T+ A } +- T_ A_ 

T =T9+TEP,, 

= á ( T} 4- 

TE =áVT+-T-). 
(3.4) 

T4- and T , being the scattering matrices between isotopic 

triplet states and singlet states respectively, are not coupled 

so that they each obey a different one-dimensional dispersion 

relation of the type (3.1) . 

In the case of identical -particle scattering, the scattering 

matrix T is given by 

T C', t-) = T } T (IC', 1A-), (3.5) 

where u is the square of the momentum- transfer, alternative to 

t. If the potential involves charge exchange, we have 

with 

-. --- 
+ T_ 

(ft, t-) ± T_ u-) 
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We turn now to Field Theory. 

Let p, k denote the four-momenta of the in -going nucleons, 

and p', k' those of the out -going nucleons. Define s, t, u by 

S -- (t + k)1. - (t14- h.ß)1 4 t4Ay 
for physical scattering, 

=- (p' -j ;1 - .- G .- ti) t< 
for physical scattering, 

for physical scattering, 

Because we are dealing with physical scattering processes so that 

we have conservation of energy and momentum, there is a relation- 

ship between s, t, u: 

S + t 4- u. At 4 r11 

In the centre -of -mass system, t and u will be identical to the 

t and u in (3.5). m is the mass of a nucleon, 

(I) Non- identical nucleons : - 
if 

We will first assume that the nucleons are coupled to 

neutral mesons only. The field-theoretical S- matrix can be 

written, in the (:-1A system as 

S (',k') 
) 4t) --Cw 4(t ' -p -) i cr(s,t,v) + 

-I- Ó('- 8 4-.' -4)) (3.3) 

where G(s, t, u) is the Feynman amplitude. For this section we 

suppress the iso -spin labels. 

Mandelstam(15) suggested on the basis of Perturbation Theory 

that G(s, t, u) may obey a double dispersion relation of the 

form 

3 p and k denote different kinds of particles. We do not allow 
the transition p --+p k + n 
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ro 

C (S , t, ) ` ! " ' ?Ai) IÇ gL(, u) Iw' 
o 

d s' ¡Vs') 

Xd 
cr s s +- 

i r ' ,L (t', ' ) + Çt'' Q4a(t, S') 

ñ Ct'-t)C.'-) (t'-t)( ,, . ta s 

00 v3 

.L A.' à.i' gWA 
s ) 

VI. J(40 s, 61.'_0,-)(s'-s) ) (3.9) 

where so, to, uo are the lowest masses of the physical states 

which have the same quantum numbers as the channels in which 

s, t, u are respectively the energies squared. In the present 

case 

g being the pion mass., 

All the weight functions are real, and in particular p p13 , p13 

are non -vanishing only in some unphysical domains, typified by 

the shaded area in Fig. 1 for p Henceforth we shall assume 

that (3.9) has a validity independent of Perturbation Theory. 

Pig. 1. 
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relation: 
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can be converted into a one -dimensional dispersion 

CS t )- -1- ds° ß(s) S°1 
A-,(s, ' 4,1-t S) 

, 
..., 

1T st--s J - te to t' t' 

wh er e 

and 

rt.! Ra (S 4w'-w -S 
1t J k e l.' - u. 

(3.1ó) 

(S, t' k ) --- ( t ) + du' Q « ... 
RS 

dc' 4s 
¡( t ss') 

( 3 ) ... .11 
utt) s(t) 

4A1pa I.Qizctu.) 
F. 1 ace i1ì(k,S1) ` Ë ` 1CS,t,t) -- y(u) + TrS 

tt ( .12 
Jk(a.) (k ) 

are the absorptive parts for the channels, t, u respectively, 

t(u) being the point u on the bounding curve of the domain in 

which pit does not vanish, etc. We now write 

with 

and 

Grls,t,k) _ ert(s,t) er,,(s,(4), 
(3.13) 

s' ° I 5, t; 4w'`- s1 

( s t ) .... ( dc' ; ( + tlr 

611 

( J ) ( 3.14) t -- Se o 

40. Ra (S 4w+l-s. 1..', U.' ) 
zCS, c) = . 

J 
` / ( 3.15) 

Combining (3.11) and (3.14) gives 

G ( s t ) = - St.* b' 43 (s' ) 1 f °. Ott ds- 4tl (t' s- 
lt s,, sts S S #o s(t ) 

.{, L aa( V/t9 L Att 
4 

o 
t' -+t tl Jta t/- t ice) t,.'- 4w'+t'+ S 7 

(3.1óa) 
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+ 
sb o 

as' 
1ti S á-S 

i (' 313 ) 

(S) - 

1- tI 
1I j- (oo dx! e (f IZ 

. 

') 
tt t' _ t 1t L J ,'+ S _ 4.441- 

tti) 
t i_ touo 

where x' = t' + u'' (t' !) 
5i( 'i 

.- ) 

in the shaded area in Fig. U. 

to 

O 

/ 
/ 

/ 
/ 

/ 

/ -- - -- 
/ 

/ . 

(3.16b) 

which is non-vanishing 

u, UI,.4 to 

Fig. H. 

When we have Dhysical nucleon -nucleon scattering, i.e., when 

s > so and t < 0, we get from (3.16b) 

i)vu CS, = g,(S) l 
o° tar 4« (e, s ) 

A tcs ) t'- t (3.17) 

If we have unphysical nucleon- nucleon scattering so that 

s < 0, t < 0, we get, again from (3.16b) , 

__L °° pit;;s) 
C:rt (s, t ) S d* .,_ 

t 
- ». Gr Cs t ). 

JKs) 

Thus (3.16b) can be written as 

.l3) 
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l = 1. çoi St(t') C°° .T, _ S S_ S 

,+ I_ . CCá (- s , t) 
Zf .. L 5+5 JtD{uo 4uh 

(3.15) 

which is just a one -- dimensional dispersion relation for alts t) 
with t kept fixed. If we make a subtraction in s.at the point 

S =4.141t , (3.19) becomes 

cs,t) .- (Fw¡t) {.. 
S-4w`LSds' .,(s.t) 

ir s, (s -s)(s -4t.,') 

+ 41,--. Vs' cis é,, CCá C- s ¡ t ) 
o+ -4h` (s'+4404t)(s'4 -5) 

We can now neglect the last integral if 0...41 Ì14.z is small 

enough. In addition we will neglect, when s is below -Dion pro- 

duction, contributions to ej from the multiparticle inter- 
mediate states because they do not contribute till s' is above 

the threshold of pion production and therefore not appreciably. 

Thus the last equation is reduced to 

(5 * _ (4z k t- s-4N,t rods' ,,,,,, CTfs; t) 
r J S (s'- s Cs 4L (3.20) 

se ) 

Similarly CTLCS. can be transformed by means of 

(3.12) into 

%1(S k ) = j ' " l vt ) _ L i I = r gl; (k+i S , 
) 

-F- u 1.1- 3o S 4.,(5# k! - 1T o > 

... '.1 I °° t Q, (t; ' ) 
a ko ^ k) ',4wL4Lt.'+s (3.21) 
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Cince 4 and u < 0 for physical nucleon-nucleon 

scattering, it is easily seen that each term in (3.21) is small 

compared with the corresponding term in (5.16b) if (S- 41,40'01%2' 

is small. Thus for low s, we have 

VAs 
e r (Si t, tti ) - (Ti ( s ) , 

Substituting SI_46,'+ 1(,") , S = 4(64 ++?.') we can now com- 

pare (3.20) with (3.1) for low energies provided we identify 

T(ô) *) with 6¡(4. ; t) so that 

V (t) = - so Air r (3.22) 

Comparison with the potential obtained by Charap and Fubini( 
10 ) 

shows that it agrees exactly with (3.22 ), though we have thrown 

away a little more of Cr (S, t, > in our procedure. 

The introduction of charged mesons into this model does not 

give rise to any difficulty. We merely have 

(5, .t, u.) .= Cr 
A 

(S, ¢e uk) t ç u 
' 
i t fe) 

tra (0, ik) 

= /1.1.fr}Cs,t.k) t'/1-Ca_(S''u (3.23) 

where all the CT ' s are invariant functions. 71e assume Gr+ 

each obeys a Mandelstam representation, and analyse each in 

exactly the same way as before to get 

V+ (k) = (4k4;) _ Çd'=LT*(st'%t). 
6/ (3.224 ) 
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(II) Identical nucleons : - 

In this case (3.8) has the additional term 

(4' -') s C 
- ). 

We again first assume that the nucleons are coupled to neutral 

mesons only. Clearly we can forget about the isospin indices for 

the moment. (3.10), (3.11) and (3.12) remain unchanged in form 

but, since the nucleons form a boson system, we must have 

which means 

and 

t, = er(s, u, t ) 

(-6) _ Q4,(t), 

1:( t, tk) 31.(1A0 t), 

Tx;(t,S) =° g,;(L,$). 

The lower limits remain the same except one: 

ifro 
ti 

t1e now define % (, ) and (.1%, (Si tA.) by 

&- is, t, IA) = Cr, Cs, ) 4- CT, (s k) 

w 1 th GC'/ (S, ) = - S/ .. S J 

aa..6,(4) á 
S 

ds ,=ss) 

0 

(3.25) 

(3.26) 

+ 1 ft°40t' ( s, t', 4.'-it! s) 

to t' (3.27) 

00 

-4- 1 
J 

442 Aals, 
ïr Jwn u. tA, (3.28) 

From (3.11) , (3.12) , (3.23), (3.27) and (3.28) we see that Gl 

and G2 have exactly the same functional form, and that the 

break -up of 

as in (3.5). 

60, t, as shown in (3.26) is exactly the same 

Thus we need only analyse LT' or Ti , which can 
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be done in exactly the same way as was done to 61 , provided 

(e+.1) in the last integral in (16a) is bigger than or 

2 t I+ c1) equal to r, i.e. , provided . If this 

last inequality does not hold, it means our way of defining the 

potential breaks down. The potential is again of the form given 

by (3.22). 

If charged mesons are admitted we again split GCs, td o-) 

into twopa is as in (3.23), each part obeying a double representa- 

tion of thc, form (3.9) and a single representation of the form 

(3.10). The symmetry properties of G and G are expressed 

by the relations: 

and 

0?1(t) 

(it.tA") = 441. OA/ t-) / 

?1 () S) 3(t/ S); 

(3,29) 

3.30) 

(If a subtraction is needed in t, clearly one will be needed in 

u as well. In that event we shall make the subtractions at the 

same value of t and u to preserve the symmetry properties of the 

weight functions.) 

We define (s, t) ) 
CTS (s , k) by 

(3.31) 
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+ 
with Ur, , CT3 having representations of the forms of (3.27) and 

(3.28) respectively, while k and 4: have no integrals containing 

1/1(5) . We can therefore find in the same manner two potentials 

V} and V and get 

V(t) = A+ V +( *) + V- (10\ 

It is now clear that this handling of the Feynman amplitude 

in ,w.11.T. can be readily extended to the realistic case of 

fermion -fermion scattering, where we have ten invariant functions 

of s, t, u. Each of these functions is either symmetric or anti - 

symmetric with respect to the interchange t weir -o-u by virtue of Pauli' 

Exclusion Principle. The only reason why we cannot proceed in the 

same way to find a potential is that we do not know about the 

analytic properties of the scattering matrix T for a potential 

with general srin dependence. 

Let us return to our boson model. 

The Mandelstam representation alone will probably not give a 

unique solution to CT (S, t U.) . To choose the physical one we 

need the unitarity condition which in the case of Field Theory will 

be of the same form as that of potential- scattering, i.e., of the 

form of (2,19), if the energy is below pion production; and as the 

energy becomes large enough, will have additional terms correspond- 

ing to intermediate states with more particles than two nucleons 

and baryon number two. 

Up to now in this chapter, we only considered low energy 

scattering so that certain terms in the field -theoretical 
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amplitude can be neglected, and the formal comparison can then be 

made with the T- matrix element of a potential theory. The 

philosophy of this method is that we will obtain a potential 

theory which gives the low energy scattering amplitude reason- 

ably correct if we assume that the approximation procedure out- 

lined above can be carried out even for high energies., and that 

the unitarily condition is of the same form as (2.19). Obviously 

the amplitude at high energies given by such a potential theory 

will be entirely different from that given by Field Theory. The 

second assumption cuts out completely the effect on of 

particle- creation in the intermediate states. This, rather than 

the factor wlf ¢ °L , is the important difference between 

Gr(S.t,u and ,w,T(It ,t) as calculated from such a potential 

theory for high energies; i.e., the latter is the elastic part 

of the former. Hence we think that the assertion by Charap and 

Fubini(10) that there is a difference between their method and 

that of Goldberger, Nambu and Oehme 10 is ill -founded. 

For convenience, we have assumed so far in this chapter that 

the deuteron does not exist. Its inclusion, however, presents no 

additional difficulty and leads essentially to a further term in 

the potential as given by (3.22) , namely, ( -1) times 

(444%41 t-) 

which is the additional contribution from the deuteron as an inter- 

mediate state to Om; k) In their paper( 10) , Charap and 

Fubini left this term out deliberately, and hence their assertion 

that to fourth order in the coupling constant the potentials given 

by the present method and by the naive substitution of the field- 
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theoretical T matrix elements into the " second" Lippmann- 

;chwinger equation (2.9) are equal, is not valid if they admit 

the deuteron. 

Before closing this chapter, we want to make one more remark. 

It is often surmised (see Goldberger et al. 
16) 

for example) that 

if one writes a one-dimensional dispersion relation for 

in s, keeping t fixed, then the integral arising from the left- 

hand cut, the pole terms, and possibly contributions from in- 

elastic processes associated with the right -hand cut, will t.,- 

gether give the potential for the elastic process in the s- channel. 

We want to emphasize that this is true only for the scattering 

of non- identical particles. In the case of identical particles, 

an important part of the integral from the left -hand cut is not 

included in the potential, as a comparison of 

VCS) +V(S.) 

with the last mentioned dispersion relation will show. 

In spite of the elegance and success of this method, it 

cannot be at present generalized to the realistic case. What 

is more, the processes of approximation are justified by sur- 

mises only, e.g., that the weight functions in (3.9) due to the 

various intermediate states are of the correct relative magnitudes. 

We therefore attempt to find a more satisfactory method in this 

next chapter. 

Note: Since the completion of this thesis, Chew and Frautschi( 33) 

proposed to define the "generalized potentials" thus: 

5 s 

and Ub(s, k) .._ fr S, ,t.) _ dsi4 (s; k) S 
s'-s 



which obviously are approximately equal to our potentials (3.22) 

and its equivalent in u when the energy is within the range of 

validity of the last two. Their "potentials" are highly energy- 

dependent and when used to calculate the scattering amplitude, 

will produce inelastic cuts in the complex energy plane. This 

second feature does not tally with potential scattering. So 

they went on to define a potential theory, using Froissart' s 

method to eliminate the inelastic cuts in each partial amplitude. 

However, in this reduction the elastic phase shift becomes modified, 

even in the low energy region, to an extent dependent on the rate 

of increase in importance of the inelastic processes. Apart from 

the case of the S -wave amplitude, there is no simple connection 

between the potential and the jump across the left-hand cut. It 

is therefore doubtful whether their "potential theory" is any- 

thing more than nominal; certainly it will be difficult to ex- 

tract from their theory a potential as is understood in Quantum 

Mechanics. 
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CHAPTER 4 

T - 1ATRIX ELEMENTS, THE LOW E : UATI OTT AND THE 

POTEArTIAL II\T Q.F.T. 

In this chapter we base ourselves on the axiomatic .F.T. 

first formulated by Lehmann, Symanzik, and Ziim~nermann(17) . In 

this theory the transition amplitude from a state of two 

nucleons with four- momenta p, k (actually we use these to 

denote spins and iso -spins as well when they are called for) 

to a state of two nucleons with four -momenta p', k' is 

where 

and 

<41 , ()? bur 

k. eL (t) (4.)10> 

<It.', t' irut,r = <t) I a c: a.w.k. (f) 

(° being the " dressed" vacuum, and a' s the renormalized 

annihilation operators. The order of appearance of the labels 

in a state vector corresponds to that of the operators acting 

on the vacuum. The amplitude can be rewritten in the following 

way( 17): 

(&', ' 0".1' t f) 
k 

= 7t.ra o 
á32- e G. i-) ,F.--`0t, (47-oh. 

1 R 

_ rt clot-1.0 f ë ̀ .x<' j w (4/ ) .) , , 

d.;x 
I. x ' rat') )y/(x) fÌ t--> 
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where u(p') is a spinor for a nucleon with four - momenta, etc. 

denoted by 
4/ 

is the scalar product and the 

metric is ( -1, 1, 1, 1). The second integral can be cast into 

the form 

<4.'1 a;.,(f) lti k > 
so that 

=O'It><4.'1.} -- <I<4'l 

t 

out k in> 

= 
_/ a ! N t (.`!f)31L x u.4, 

uo 

x `pI 0. I ki/Cx.) it, k »>} + <4/0.04 4,e> _ (ip'14.>C 1t>. 

Use of Dirac' s equation for 1:441) 1) 2 `pr.x and integration 

by parts give 

T outi C in> 

= t'lt)<It'(4.> - <t'i4t-><C1) + 

ì, 

+ sea dx ëp: x 
44.' ((e, á+ w)* (x.)1i, u:-.> 

<fi a>C4t'1k> 4e> <CI t> 

4 
+ ( ;¡,, i 4 !}'- ' c) á ' 1 u ' J 1 +) k , 

( 4.2) 

where we have used 

P.- +P, 
t.) i e (o) e 

.(x) = , a + Pet) kb..) 

(,) _ (74) y, á + IAA I. and 
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p is the energy - momentum operator of the system. The first of 

these equations is strictly not correct as it stands, but is to 

be taken between two states. 

Alternatively, we can "take out" k' instead of p' and 

get 

Oti,t; out` -(, k in> 

AI* <el tz ui.'). (ó) , k ( 4.3) 

In analogy with potential theory we now define our D 

matrix in Z.F.T. as follows: 

pt (41, ; , = Vita (i"*-k---k)[®rck(').`o)it,k.> - 

-, ó .'l k C'i Ca) f $, ` ̀ "" > ] . ( 4.4a) 

Notice there is no conservation of energy. The reason for the 

averaging here is that neither term on the right -hand side is 

antisymmetric under the interchange p'4-4.k' whereas such is 

the case of Dw as defined by (2.7a). (In the case of boson - 

boson scattering, this same averaging automatically makes D 

in (4.4a) symmetric under the interchange of p' and k', in 

agreement with D') given by (2.7a)). As will be shown 

presently in this chapter, this averaging is crucial to the 

success of our theory. 

In the same way, by "taking out" the particles in the "in" 
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state, we will define Dt -) as 

Now 

1 _ =tLu,+,,'"--i,cck;)ftor,..rq(o)u(k.)Ì- 

- 4-7t4 «;t i(o) uc 14- . (4.4b) 

For a bound state l B} we define D as 

}' ff pp 

Y Z 
rr I 

LCr' D _ á A(.+{cr-gko Cktr)(o`g} 

- IT; o«l1:4:(fi')f(°)(g>) (4.5) 

<f'Iü.(16i-(o)lr, t;--> 

ackf) at 144) ({0 1Vt) it/ ".> x-+o 

= w(4.9 izr.(4+4t-)i-mq141(d)(pIkt..-> 

= ( f° } e - r- b O 
1 < v 1 atit:? R7 F` ),. .;, {G r'.> 

l s 
(4.6) 

In the last step we have made use of the Dirac equation as well 

as the conservation of three -momentum. We can do the same sort 

of manipulations to the other matrix elements in (4.4a), (4.4b) 

and (4.5) . Thus we can define in analogy with (2.12) the 

"Fourier transforms" of the wavefunctions for a state with 

in-going particles p, k, a state with out -going particles p, k, 

and a bound state respectively as 

X (4e` 4 _ tr3 + ,,k _ ' â ,) Co k , _ -, , . , . ) C .[ I h , ,, 
f r 

( 4.7a) 
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)(le , 4'; . k) = (= ; a('}'-. -k ) ° ' j k(' (ol ( ,c C > 

_ (4,,4.-01 ) I) (4.7b) 

X (g) .t', () = 
S (e4 41-43 )[ .4f.1 ( t-4. ( ) f 

- f)1 (4.8) 

Also in analogy with (2.16) and (2.17) we can define the T- 

matrices and %-functions by dropping the delta -functions in 

(4.4), (4.5), (4.7) and (4.8). 

At this stage we are in a position to find the analogues 

of (2.4a) and (2.4b) ; that of (2.5) is of course trivially 

obtained from the definition of the various quantities involved. 

Let us examine then the expression 

_ 

if, k 

.41. C d3.L. <ô (ut,) (x)(p' (o) Ip,k> 
lo o ?Ìa ,ro J o \ E fR z- x 

-A;x ro 
C 

t i 1Z 5dz 1 4 ) , 1 1 1 ( 0 ) 1 0Ve(x) k t:-> 1 

, - J 
dc. é 4t, à (t') VC)) c WI 41(o) ( k'k 

_ ̀  3 °a. = 6 LtT [rt.«14x) (qtPC0)1 it , k:-.) 

-I- S()° )Coi i (p(z.) 11(t') 1k46) 1 ( p, k 

-- (kr( ti <o( t.,..(f) )4d(o)I k¡ + 11.> . <°, ti(4:) 4/ (o ) i h) h 

The second integral in the last line vanishes by virtue of 

microscopic causality, and the last two terms give respectively, 
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if ,41+ .' - 
t 

-k. ó Q is taken into account, 

(W14°)yti<4.1 > .() k4.) = <44t'I > qt 4t>, 

("`/1)'0)yL <4.'1 k> u(p) °°' <4.'14tX tit h>. 
The symbol T is Wick's chronological operator defined by 

and 

T [i(x) LT o')} = 86.-24')i.C4, q(xf)i - ÿC.7.').fCx.) 

e Cx ._I__ ¡° 
, d. 

@...° 

) 2R S_ 
Insertion of a complete set of states (consisting of all 

the " in" states and the bound states) between the two operators 

in the first term then leads to 

(t A v e Y h < 4 . ' I q) 4 / (0 ) l 
1 

, c 
_ (à't 4t>(¡' l $) - it) + e 

X z 411 6ii-Al(kewo)1"> <01ct(fi)f ip(o) t,kw> + 
M 

4' t~ - &t tt 

- r, -4c.' °+ ° + ..° - i 
'P 

The intermediate states in both sums must have baryon number 

equal to one. In the first sum states with only one nucleon 

but no other particles do not contribute. Hence using mani- 

pulations similar to those that led to (4.6) we get 

(w`i#°)yi<g( ù.(f) Vo) (p, t;.> 

= aqkXp'I - ' lp>C I .> -+ = CT-)3lL x 

X E.tg Co( a(.' )(rs (to) "l . C )B 4ta) I , k w> + 
4 

4o1tt') +fo)Ih><nl.() (o)1,ki o*E° ° ku _,o+ °+ n{e )+ a- " 
,/2° af.')f Co) ( t,k;.-> (49) 1/6.4 t°.F k° Ó ,j 
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provided + - - Q 
The sign 2'2 denotes the fact that the intermediate states 

do not include the single -nucleon states the contribution from 

which appear in the last term. 

Similarly we get an expression for 

.__._ 

C+'I (74:(46 4)C0Ì 

which is essentially the same as (4.9), but with p' and k' 

interchanged. 

Substitution of these two expressions into (4.7a) then 

shows that if 

to + G ° . / O tn -F- /0.4- 

i.e., if p° + k° is below the pion -production threshold, the 

contributions from intermediate states with more than one 

particle cancel one another exactly, and that we get 

X( 4, 'è ,) _ k'l. ' l - <'l ) qilk> - - > 
6-1( 11.10 IJC (4.loa) 
f, t 

provided 
ko 

- ,° < o vv. 

In exactly the same way we get 

X k = k/l.< > -<'l+?.<'I _ - 
c0* 

D C,) 1- 
4° E-4t.°-p°-it.°+L 

provided p° + k° < 2m + µ. 

(4.lob) 
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Thus we get our "first" Lippmann- Schwinger equations entirely 

within the framework of Q.F.T. The procedure that led to 

(2.10a) can be repeated now and produces the Low equation: 

.154(t 
° 

t ) t ° , C. ,.ì-- -, g wb° _ E° 
6 

at-wr.a+.r. 

Auto 

) D"*(4_P- 

provided p° + k° < 2m + µ, and 

) (4.11a) 

V(44.01) _ ;E: I ¡ A N 
V. E 

i j 1M 
0444 

-2:1)(4', i g))i.t ì %). 

Although (4.10a) is only valid if the in- corning state has 

energy below 2m + µ, we nevertheless used it as if it were 

true for all physical energies in deriving (4.11a). This is 

legitimate as long as p° + k° < 2m + µ because in this case 

the high -energy states actually contribute nothing to (4.11a) 

as was mentioned in Chapter 2. 

Similarly we get from (4.10b) 

1j+Ck', ° 11,4.) f, '> ,) _ ,D(4'o';6)D(4,p) 
-% µ f $ '° 

k,o 

(+) 
fj, - D NMT,/ ) D /,Sÿ ) 

4-run4m. 40. 
1 
K 
O o ò 

! a, 04.11b) 

provided p' ° + k' ° < 2m + µ, and 



A1j r 44 X'441,4' 
¡cJt)r j h \j ` ..- jNIN).Y \KFv1 )fl/ - 

K Y{AA 
l 1 ,t -- X. 

(lit 
$, ó) D#4, ; ß) 

Although V in (4.11a) and ¡A. in (4.11b) have the same struc- 
ture as their counterparts in (2.10a) and (2.10b) which are 

equal, we labelled them differently because they are apparently 

different quantities in Q.F.T. We shall come back to this 
point soon. 

If p° k° Cp' ° + k' °1 is below the pion -production 

threshold, the unitarity condition in terms of D' -) 

will have exactly the same form as (2.19a) t(2.19b)I . Above 

this threshold, modification will be the same as discussed in 

Chapter 3. 

We now assert that if we assume equations (4.10a) to 

(4.11b), and the unitary in the form of (2.19) to hold for 

all physical energies for the " in" or " out" states involved, 

we will have a potential theory for a system of two nucleons. 

The potential theory thus obtained will give us exactly 

the same scattering amplitudes as axiomatic Q.F.T. if the "in" 
or " out" states involved have energies below pion production. 

The reason is, as pointed out before, that the coupling, by 

(4.11), of the amplitude with the scattering state at low 

energy to those with the scattering states at high energies 

is fictitious, and thus the distortion of the latter implied 

in our method does not affect the former. This fact actually 

gives us complete freedom to assign values to the scattering 

amplitudes involving "in" or "out" states at energy above 
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the pion -production threshold - a not inconvenient freedom 

when we come to calculate the potential. 

It is well -known (e.g. see Ekstein( 9) ) that a very wide 

variety of potentials can lead to the same S- matrix, i,e,, the 

same T- matrix elements that are on the energy shell. Since 

only the scattering matrix elements on the energy -shell have 

physical meaning, we can define those off the energy -shell 

quite arbitrarily, getting thereby a wider variety of potentials. 

Viewing the matter from this angle, we indeed have no reason to 

suppose that U. and V in ( 4.11) should be equal, products 

as they are of two different extrapolations. However, we saw 

in Chapter 2 that, given a potential, two ways of extrapolating 

the D- matrices off the energy -shell in terms of the potential 

taken between two states led to equations (2.4), (2.5) and 

(2.10). In Q.F.T. we did the same thing to the D- matrices 

but in terms of the current operator f(0) taken between two 

states, and obtained a set of analogous equations. The strong 

parallel between the two theories rather induces us to suspect 

that, at least when p° + k° and p' ° + k' ° are below the 

pion -production threshold, 41 and V in (4.11) are probably 

equal, at worst approximately, provided we choose consistently 

in both cases the values for the D- matrix elements involving 

high -energy scattering states. One consistent choice is pro- 

bably to put them all equal to zero, which in configuration 

space means that the potential will be flat when the particles 

are within a definite distance of each other. Unfortunately, 

we have no means of coming to a decision in the present state 

of Q.F.T . 
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In our claim that we have derived a potential theory from 

Q.F.T. we have slurred over one point. To justify our definition 
of the "Fourier transform" of the wave function of an "in" 
state, e.g., we must be able to prove that (4.7a) defines a 

set of functions which obey the orthonormal condition, at least 
when the energies of the "in" states are below pion -production. 

We are unable to do this.. However it is easy to get back to 

the wave function from its "Fourier transform "; we merely 

multiply (4.7a) by 

e (0', ' ) --e l ()1, 
then integrate over g' and k' , and sum over a' , ß' . (ar , ß') 

is the direct product of two two -dimensional Pauli spinors and 

two two -dimensional iso- spinors, completely labelled by a' and 

13' . Since (4.7a) is essentially a scalar function of the 

quantum numbers specifying the "in" state and the other 

variables will be "integrated" out, the wave function so 

obtained is susceptible to the usual interpretations - a 

decisive advantage over the "wave function" suggested by 

Gell-Mann and Low(4) Apart from trivial kinematic factors, 
(4.8) is the same as the definition used by Blankenbecler 

and Cook(20) except that they did not antisymmetrise with 

respect to p' and k' . 

It should be pointed out that if we can prove the ortho- 

normality of our wavefunctions, two results follow. First, 
if we change in (4.10a) k' to kn, p' to pn, multiply through 

by V (? .' , 4" ) 

. 
") 

ge t 
and finally "sum" over En and kn, we 
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Z Wie*' ,k»)f",N,) _V4.'4,4J) 

Z V I r J " kMI DCith N , k) 

kh+pÑ t E (4.12) 

Application of the definition of V and the orthonormality of 

the X s then reduces the left -hand side to D")(4% / 1 4 , k_) . 

That is, (4.12) is essentially the "second" Lippmann - Schwinger 

equation for D'_) . The one for D(0 can be similarly obtained. 

Secondly, a similar sort of manipulation with (4.10a) leads, 
together with the orthonormality of our wavefunctions, to 

D) -(1 111)+ 

+t-i(i..J, N,4N)D'%.,N,k"J 
-1- 

rL° 2 `trytq+dc,tO- ,_ t, -ti\J[4u* k°- - CN+, L) 

t 1 1 M ' \ 
-- D(4;'; a) DC4. $% = o ({ tia- Xv. +sl4.°+ - w+ } 8) 

This has been used by Braun2l) 
From (4. lla) , we easily get that 

[V(41-,)if,- .1,1s)_ V44,4.; 4', i)] (r+e-f)W e-` t) 

(4.13) 

is equal to the left -hand side of (4.13), and thus the 

potential V is Hermitian. Similarly for k.. Thus our 

theory would be complete. 

The derivation of (4.11) may appear to be a bit contrived. 

We will therefore show the connection between (4.11) and the 

expressions we normally obtain in proving dispersion relations. 
For this purpose we examine again <t'( G.(4.J). (o) I 

1 

, 

This consequence has been observed by Haag í26ì 
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(lf!troUg)i(o) 

= i Ñ '2t4 d X. 0444e(Ez(F)f(0)),T,(1) Lilt) lk> 

oa 

= C-i 
r r 

44.1 f <4.1 T ( fi,) f (0)q04 u()) 

Ly 
dt °°P'x<.'f ,e) .(p) .(f')(v) ,.> 4.) 

The last term can be rewritten as 

0..,,,,1, a4')(o)(t> = {z'lt><o11;.(f)+(0)1 k> , 

The routine manipulation of the rest of (4.14) will then give 

<4.' ( ü4 ) (o) ( 4), it t;..> 

<4`'Iaq1)4(0)I1A><hlftok(t)(44(atT)3 
(arr,h. L °- - k°- M -$ 

4. 2:1 ede (°) k(p) I t^ vi( w tjo') j-(0 ) t4t> (a rt-; 

4ht *14 - - t, 
° 

: 

+ d`x ,x<C'IZ(a.°)(1)1(o)tc,.)u`,)k> j (4.15) 

where the summation is over a complete set of states. This 

is the usual expression. Since p and p' are four- momenta of 

}i° t'')) h physical nucleons never vanishes in the 

second "sum" in (4.15), and we can therefore use a relation 

analogous to (4.6) to rewrite this "sum" as 

-- (2n)1 Oe' ( t(o)u.() IK> (tA ( Ct (f ) -Va) l4ç> 

4,44 

` -- S"° 44y_ f4,!l S(x°) t(X) u(0 u.(inf(°) 14,> 

which therefore cancels exactly one of the terms in the equal 
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time an ticommutator in (4.15). Now this last mentioned 

anticommutator can be simplified if we adopt a specific 

interaction between the nucleon and pion fields (e.g. 

pseudoscalar coupling) and after integration can be represented 

graphically thus: 

Ati it! 

It is well known that due to the "bare" vertex between p and 

p', the matrix element corresponding to this graph contains an 

unrenormalized coupling constant, and is therefore divergent. 

To compensate for this a divergent contribution must be con- 

tained in either the first or the second sum in (4.15). This 

means that the contribution to (4.15) by a particular inter- 

mediate state cannot be the same as that to a dispersion 

integral,, for otherwise the dispersion integral will be 

divergent. If the second sum. in (4.15) is divergent, it 

clearly does not matter to us since we are going to drop it 

and its counterpart in the equal -time integral. If the first 

sum is divergent again it does not matter as we immediately 

proceed to demonstrate. By inserting a complete set of states 

into it, we can rewrite the remaining part of the equal -time 

integral in (4.15) thus 

: (pit; o' wcf) +co) > co) ti. >, 

Comparing this last expression with the first sum in (4.15) 

we see that if we use the technique that led to (4.6) on 

< (.f (o) tAtt) 
U t> , only the intermediate states with 
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energy around po + k° actually contribute to (4.15); the 

right -hand side of (4.15) is therefore finite for any particular 

value of p° + k °. In particular if we keep p° + k° below 

2m + µ, we can retain only two- nucleon and the deuteron 

intermediate states and (4.15) becomes 

<4t t K C ')-r (o) k 

`(ar (It!i 41)1(01 t4g) 4 "I 
75:( 

°)1.cß? tk> 

4- H Lir (04 (4(0 

We can handle <0 a cr,e) -s(b) (t , k w.> in the same way. 

Substitution into (4.7a) then leads to (4.11a). (401Ió) can 

be similarly obtained. 

Although we have developed our formalism in nucleon - 

nucleon scattering, it can obviously be extended to cover the 

scattering of two particles of any description. If a boson is 

involved and we "take it out ", then instead of 

c atr 3/a <4t. \ w (t') c o) k t' k > 
we get 

where 

, - iTe <'I °) l 

d- 
tx-) = DP. M' ?fr. +,/.)4C.)) 

µ and ßó(x) being the mass and the field operators for the 

boson respectively. Instead of 

4.'1 qi) sie(6) kt, 
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r ,, Cp = 4 ° - A ) «' ( o) (ti .... \- y 
l J t 

In each specific case, the energy range within which the Low 

equations and the "first" Lippmann- Schwinger equations are 

valid is limited by the rest mass of the lightest particle 

that can be produced by the collision under discussion. 

Hence in our discussion of the nucleon -nucleon problem, we 

have actually confined ourselves to strong interactions, for 

otherwise particles lighter than the pion can be produced 

and our equations (4.10) to (4.11) will be exact in a much 

smaller energy region; in particular we have excluded 

electromagnetic interaction which, if introduced, would 

reduce the energy region to zero. This last fact is rather 

gratifying because electromagnetic interaction can be treated 

satisfactorily only by a relativistic theory, even in 

Classical Physics. 

Having come so far with our formalism, the most obvious 

question we like to ask is: Can we extend it to scattering 

of more than two particles? This extension is not trivial. 
c 

Let us consider the D - matrix. For two -particle scattering, 

the bras in (4.4a) are single -particle states, i.e., they are 

steady states. If we define DLL for multiparticle scattering 

again by comparing the S-matrix elements, the bras will be 

"out" states which are not steady. This fact alters the 

1-1 picture so much that if we again define X by an equation 

analogous to (4.7a), we cannot establish the "first" Lippmann- 

Schwinger equation for the simplest case of multiparticle 



scattering, i.e., three -particle scattering, even if we 

severely restrict the energies of the "in" and "out" states 

simultaneously. Now as a system has more particles in it, a 

smaller average kinetic energy for the particles will add up 

to enough energy for the production of a given particle, and 

hence as a general rule, a potential theory will have a 

smaller domain of validity in the sense that it describes the 

system adequately only when the latter has less motion. But 

we certainly do not expect the theory to break down so quickly 

as to do so in the three -particle case. Of course in the 

last - mentioned case, the "first" Lippmanri- Schwinger equation 

may still hold approximately, but this can be proved either 

way only when we can calculate the various matrix elements 

involved in a satisfactory way. 
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CHAPTER 5 

CALCULATION OF THE POTENTIAL 

In this chapter we will work exclusively in the centre- 

of- momentum system so that we need only work with the T- matrices 

and 1r-functions. In the absence of a better method, we shall 

use perturbation theory, under the assumption that with the 

momentum of each nucleon kept below p, it is sufficiently 

accurate to calculate to fourth order in the coupling constant 

go, pseudoscalar coupling being assumed: 

V(A-) Il' (x) res- ) (x). 

Since perturbation theory is not reliable, we can only hope 

that the result is qualitatively correct at best. We will make 

expansion in powers of k2 /m2 and g2 /m2 etc., and neglect terms 

of order k2 /m2 etc. smaller than the main term, but only after 

we have made sure that this kind of approximation is justified. 

We start off by considering V defined in (4.11a). 

If we write 

v(C f! )4,k) = 8(o)V(1Z k) 
, 

one of the terms of VA') is - «J 
C 

; i , 4,> 

-- . (gtt3 <°jùti)f(o)I>C (A) ) I> 
4. r. o 

ia-wu.e+w 
..oJCa1G,e ) 

(5.1) 

._ - (aQ)3 w_, d; d.3 ( k .) <` C -f Co) ,. , ` x 
r 'k % 

t)y (.4(al k(p) 1k> 
J 

(5.2) 



where the integrations actually include summation over spin and 

isospin variables. The factor 2 is there because I pl, p2 in> 

and Ip2, pl in> are essentially the same so that by including 

them both in our integral we have counted the same state twice. 

We now go over to the interaction picture which coincides 

with the Heisenberg picture at t = O. The complex conjugate of 

the second matrix element in the integrand of (5.2) then trans- 

forms as follows: 

<4`1*64) kte)) ty ,t`i 
Ut(° °°) E4, (1) ) (© U lo, -049114, I ) r 

= (k( U Coo, - oe) 
)1/4 .4r(o) 1 

, i t,) 
= t `- àxt . . °R1(,kl--{H'cx,).,, H(x,)t.(t) (o)11f41(5.2) 

R-o V. 

where T is Wick's chronological operator, the bras and kets with 

rounded brackets are state -vectors in interaction picture, and 

U(0o , - oo ) is the operator that transforms an interaction - 

picture state at t = -oo to that at t = +00. In the second and 

third lines of (5.3) every operator is an operator in the inter- 

action picture; we drop the label "int" for brevity. 

We can divide the terms in (5.3) into two classes. To the 

first class belong all those obtained when we use ßr(0) to 

annihilate one of the particles p2, pl so that the remaining one 

must go through energy and momentum conserving vertices to become 
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particle k. The sum of these terms can be represented graphically 

thus: 

where the "blobs" represent all possible energy -momentum con- 

serving processes and a cross indicates that at such a "vertex" 

we merely have a factor ß instead of the various factors accord- 

ing to the usual rules and only conservation of three - momentum. 

The contribution to (5.3) from this class then is 

( 

r(A. 
+L, u.1.%) <i l I 9, "" lff ) l+\ <t,1 1 

1 % 

and to (5.2) is - _--- S4<'cö 
( > 

x w cp) - (4.k, IQ .1 

= tr3/a e <4.1 a: qt) f(6) Ì t t At i;.% (5.4) 

If we take into consideration the corresponding terms from the 

other three expressions that make up V(41;4,-) , the contribution 

of this class: to V(4, k) is 

(4Od 4 jxJ. (5.5) 
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To the second class of contributions to (5.3) belong those 

which are obtained by contracting CO) with the operator j .)in 

one of the interaction Hamiltonian density, say H'( t), so that 

the time- ordered product in (5.3) becomes 

-Ti H ¡(;) - 
1-6:7.4? II.+ ,;(-x4) -5-(21A) (5.6) 

The sum of terms in this class can be represented graphically as 

The internal nucleon line next to the arrow p corresponds to 

SF in (5.6) and represents a nucleon with four- momentum 

ti+43Z°k =(atti°-c) -41). 
If we compare this graph with 

which represents clearly 

<e( u(t)-f(a) 1ft. . 
we see the two differ only by the factor 

(1, 1/.(t1+t` 

(t+Qz (t}'-- t 
Cazr)¢;(tt.tL°4e.) 
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which comes immediately after i'giq In the last graph, 

a black dot represents a vertex which carries a coupling con- 

stant and a delta- function conserving three- momentum only, 

Using the Dirac equation we easily get 

- ú. Ct) SF (tt +- ts- &) 

¡¡) b- /` - +` sl 
+441 

eo^`£ =jig)) s- íkf '4C 1 1 

Thus putting into (5.2) the contributions to (5.3) from this 

second class, and adding up the corresponding contributions 

from the other three sums in V(ç'j °) , we get 
,.)°r-'*(t, 

,+,,o _ ale 
tii 

This means first that in perturbation theory T obeys the Low 

equation, and secondly that we can get our potential VCS/Vi) 

by calculating the TC )- matrix elements in perturbation theory 

and put them into (2.18). This is not the same as the naive 

approach of Charap and Tausner( 22). There they did not define 

the T- matrix off the energy -shell, and they used the "second" 

Lippmann- Schwinger equation, the perturbation expansion of which 

is probably not valid if there is a bound state( 23) . 

We now proceed to calculate V(41; %) to fourth order 

in go 

We shall put our result in matrix form: 

(V) 4s) = \/z (1.-; ' ; tt) _ 
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1 
= 1 

II) L/ l:) /j 
(DI 

V tt; 
IA ^ t ala. ü /1 t 

Q ̀t ) it 

l t 0 -- ... . 

S 
t i-(4.1-k) 

LA,_ 
t 

t1.- ì } Q' ) 

I.t -- (4(414- % 
...._ , 

We shall also need the following explicit representations of 

u(k), etc.: 

and 

LA. (4) -I, 4.1 o 
rn 

t/z 1^-1`-- 

c :i 
(i) The one - meson -exchange potential V : IMO 

In perturbation theory the lowest order contribution 

to (5.4) is, graphically 



and explicitly 

4. 
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Fig. III 

F` 

r ato y3 zi upt.) zati) rs z; u (t) 
(atC3 (41-1.c.)1 ,.. ti _ . 

where we have made the approximation 

This approximated expression has been obtained by every past 

author in the field when it is on the energy -shell; off the 

energy -shell, to our knowledge, only Hoshizaki and Machida(24) 

succeeded, using method 2 outlined in Chapter 1. They actually 

went on in the same paper to discuss the effects of higher 

order corrections to the graphs in Fig. III, namely, 

and concluded that if (k! and 141 are small enough, i.e., 

these corrections merely give (5.7) with the unrenormalized 

coupling constant go replaced by the renormalized one g. 

« 3u, 
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However it is not immediately clear that these high order 

corrections actually appear in their formalism whereas in our 

case they come naturally from (5.4) . Their method for proving 

the mere replacement of go by g is a slight generalization 

of the method used earlier by Hiida et al.(9). We will not give 

it here because it would be but a verbatim report. 

Essentially the same contribution as (5.7) comes from the 

other matrix element in (5.5) . Thus 

(t1 
= 

' . , (t) ri zi c(c) k()ósTr k({)) / 
'l1' 

3 c 1 Lt- y L .. If e e 1 
C ) -) l 

eaa 

V. (Q 
_ , .-- 

-4, 
) Pf lo- 

V`ts _ _ 
i) 

with 

VI(1) -- - (-L) 
. -- 4N -=. 

= (-,,s4 4 4 
voLl. 

) d7l--16 - 104,I 

_ ( LI t.)106 4 /s +. ¡ 
ti 

8 

V6(1) 

z 

h,Z, t, I 
tu) Tc wit - 4t + ,Lci 4 íC° t.' Cc"+H, )( k°+,..t) 

el! ) .0 1/4 
b 

,,,A' (4 Ç' ) 

*o_ 40)L/lmz T O/ 

(ço ke°, W1)1 16 .d.( ±L. 

4(e{-k° -aw) .:. á. 
4`° co 

( 5.8) 

(5.9) 
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We have taken the convention that (7 ") and 1.1) are to be 

taken between the nucleons k and k'. Hoshizaki and 

Machida(24) made too drastic an approximation to s and as 
a consequence their expression for X41 contained t qloAz 

instead of tvti . 

(2) Contribution from the "direct" graphs, GA :- 

The fourth order contributions from (5.4) consist of 

graphs representing renormalization to the second order 

one-meson-exchange graphs, and the "direct" and " crossed" 

graphs which are 

Fig. IV 

+ 

The renormalization graphs we took account of in the last 
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section. Here we deal with the "direct" graphs, the pair on 

the left of Fig. IV, Their combined contribution is 

4 z 3 

Eri4 ) (t+01+011-4 
L ) 

- tr h, k - t 1+ f 
C ,- 9, l 

x tä. () 9, . 

wtl*-ò í 
t.t t,k..) 1 +a 

.1141- tl+, C t 
( 5.10) 

This is not symmetric with respect to 
tu 

and g M 
as 

shown in (A1,1), (A1.3) and (A1.6) in Appendix 1. However 

neither is the corresponding expression from 

3 

(ac)6' 1" <¢' j aci' ) o L 

which is graphically 

k 

(5.11) 

and in detail 

a- L 3 
` Ì io 

tit!) , t _ l TI ./ t:..(t.) 1 x 
Lan dt t ik }Q) -E m4.1.- t g, 

X u-(phz,t.t 
+ 40% t t ( 4- Vt ) + µr - (..1,) 

(5.12) 

The average GA of (5.10) and (5.12) is symmetric with 



respect to Q' 
«) 
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and and $ L 
, and is actually the contribution 

from these "direct" graphs to the potential. We work this 

out in detail in Appendix 1 and only write down the result 

here: 

with 

and 

1_, 
Cr. A = (1- 

z ) t`4' ._l._ 
A _ ( t H ̀) p tij ` ì s 1 

(su M' L,_ 

Gra l -r hn/ P k e _ t )i iH e)) ( 5.13) 
/ 

- áF k X + - 
ti7 ;X Y, 

x, - X, 

Gr6 6 - ' _ o . 

LIA CR CT) 

- L 
l d x i w (-) [0. - wi 

L 
(- w)'- 

o 

Çtd.M) wtY - 4S _ 

= ,. 

J 
61-x- 

r 
61-x- ft` w (t-w) 

_1 
s 

'dii 

VA - 4i t d S1 
dui, ÇDò -c 

ti 

a, =-^ ¡144:11^.) - k401' + l-zt) w t: + . (t-W)(t+xw )) 

In this and the following two sections our expressions are 

so similar to those of Charap and Tausner that we decide to 

follow their terminology and manipulations very closely. 
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(3) Contribution from the "crossed" graphs, VB 

The "crossed" graphs from (5.4) are the pair on the 

right of Fig. IV. Their combined contribution to the 

potential is 
4 
o 

Cs:)' 4° k° 

t f timi) 
y,,) 1 

ûaC) _0Y1 zz V(t) I (, ) 
1 1 1 c. , 

( 5. 15 ) 

As is shown in Appendix 2, this expression is approximately 

the same as the corresponding expression from (5.11). The 

contribution to the potential from all the " crossed" graphs 

is thus 

8 t4 / 
1 V ._ ¡0 l (3+ vet) t`)L (Y 4-4 ti) p,.1 C) ` C=1 /(5.16) 

Vs' = F 1 
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t , 
with -_ T1 dxS d wCc-w)3L w+ w (-twC(-w) ° a 

( 5.17) 

(3) The iterated one -meson -exchange graphs, I :- 

The lowest order contribution of the second class to 

(5.3) is graphically 

tL 

wesao 

Cy 

and in detail 

rome,yrs z u.(t) w CIO es- k(t1) _ ((pct.-oil 
C(a5 1)164? 

( t +fr. -4 a ko + 

If we put this expression into (5.2), the lowest order 

expression of the latter is obtained when the first matrix 

element in (5.2) is also represented by its lowest order 

graph: 
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which gives 

3 

:21---1 Z ùi.'Y.r u(1:) ()Ys ut¢) / 
9 r Z 

+ l -- 
Cr t =i ,) f-. - 

Thus putting these two expressions into (5.2) gives 

yeL `4 d3 t, S qt+40\ 
dtto_ a a e- ` 

3 

21 
( R)6 to ro ti 

X u. (c) T3 ts G.(ss) -actors .e cc (it.) 17.4)rs zJ/kíl) ù (40 tt (Q) - 
C,- 4t.' ) --- C . R.)1 t 

iiy.')rst4 e,t(Po q'.)ósztkq)) tz(f)ós tj acto û(1),)rS ti.u(k) 

k' )L+/A-''_ et (,% k ) 
z ,' ̀ I 

( 5.18) 

Bearing in mind that we are working in the C -M system, the 

second term of (5.18) can be obtained from the first by the 

interchange p4--, k. The corresponding contributions to 

VW I) from <4 , ti k 
p> 

, etc. , can be obtained from 

(5,18) by the interchanges p.4, -4. k, or pt__ k' or 

both. Their combined contribution I to V(V)t) is 

exactly equal to (5.18), which corresponds to the "iterated 

Yukawa potential" of Charap and Tausner(22). Since the 

spinors are of zero order in the integration variables, a 

simple counting reveals that (5,18) is logarithmically 

divergent. This divergence is perhaps not surprising, for 

essentially (5.18) is the term second order in the T- matrix 
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of our Low equation, with the T-matrix elements approximated 

to the lowest order in g. This last mentioned approximation 

is not at all good because at least one of the states involved 

in each T- matrix element is carried to arbitrarily high energy, 

and hence the divergence. This does not matter, as was pointed 

out in the last chapter. We will approximate the various 

expressions in (5.18) as if all the three- vectors had magnitudes 

less than or equal to µ, and then take the resulting expression 

to be valid for all energies. Thus we get the linearly 

divergent "iterated Yukawa potential" of Charap and Tausner, 

except in our case I k t is not necessarily equal to t ki: 

with 

Q4 

= 
do (tu: tul [T - (t 2--) ?Jo-3 

l 1 ` t 

(5.19) 

J` = ! ara 
3 

ta. (" . z- k Q (k1- kti) (tì i) 
g H, ' - :- z k _ L 

) 
X 
(' y)1,+.) + . (t'+..n(0.+ 

Q.1. --43. )2 } 7t,,,4 
(5.19a) 

In Appeniiit 3 we show that we have 

6 

= (3.20) 



with 

where 

wilwaleo 

Tz 
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W -- t'.C.s? YS + xs) +ti t. Cr_ _.t2C+Hz+L,) 

X: U.L ys 4- G.S . t 

W - t ) Q - t 3 . ( . 1 á `-.t) - I t .._. o, 
pM,,, 

6 W1 6{. Nh t tt4µo 
! 

Q being an arbitrarily large number, 

As gdx.J WÁ.W ra &itCq.l# Q-J 
--1 o w 

Y 
1 ( I 

-- -4 dht. t w (t- w)idJ f Q l k+-ro J _t, 

S =- 
ltAx 

Iw(t-w)(t+ xw)dw d C,st-a-`T-i _t 10 S2% 

t 

f-{ 
z 

= -4 eh wi(-w)(t+x)dw°'d`+a-t 
t o -,4)°' 

.RZ t to 1 

- 4 dxf t(1+)'dwfl,,z.- S1 s ..l 0 
a.i 

From now on the letter t denotes 

(5.20a) 
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(4) Contribution from the deuteron states, VD :- 

There is still no generally accepted way of handling the 

bound states in Q.F.T. Fortunately a lot of information has 

been gathered about the deuteron, and this can be handled 

more easily in the formalism of non -relativistic Quantum 

Mechanics. Since we are only interested in the low energy 

region, use of a non -relativistic formalism will suffice. 

The expression under consideration is 

VD - T C', --it:; 6) 7C, Ci ; (3) 

= (Es ) Ñ 044; (3) °X,*(1 , ̀  ) 
ß 

and in Quantum Mechanics this becomes in matrix form, 

1-1-11 V = (- 6 - ( ) 
) 

3 t + -) d x. ) é Cx á ( Pr) x 
2 

f 3 r 
L 
..' 

i4 oz) a )-L(1+1, (1+. t (5.21) 
> 

where B is the binding energy of the deuteron, and 

with S 

(Ifs 
z 

) + C 
" 

(le-) 
1l ul 

A 
c>W u1 til 

IZ`` = 3?i -g o Current estimates(25) 

of the D -state admixture, that is, the term containing ¿r6r) 

based on the anomalous magnetic moment of the deuteron, range 

from 51'42 to 7'/ of the total t (s) . Since we are most 
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interested in the low energy region where 1.414/14) 
L +I k , 

we will ignore A.T(4-) . We have then essentially a scalar 
deuteron, in which event Blankenbecler and Cook(20) showed 

that within the limit of certain approximations, we can 

derive the Hulthen wavefunction for the deuteron from Q.F.T. 

and 

with 

dix 4) `. é ì.I',1Ç ; 4N 
ß . 

41r N,, . (C"1:7"_ -a é:147-41 = 

or 1 3 wg 

Substitution of (5.22) into (5.21) then gives 

where 

or 

Vp Lll+a)á (t+t D15, L) o 

(5.22) 

( 5.23) 

D4e = NL 4' C4wgz ( 5.24) 
+i 

L¡ 
- 

, (:4 w (4f1+44w1)(411+4qw4 Qkt.1-+.g) ' 

vD -- á - ?t)[{ $ D(i: ; k2yP, + g 3q; cos - 
(5.25) 

Pt FT 

Thus VD is highly energy dependent because D is, 
(:) If we use the dominant term in V as standard, then 

11(e, III) varies from about unity at 40.= !e+t = 0 to 

1 /10 at k -_ . . Hence if the potential is to be 
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energy independent in the sense that the coefficients of LYf, 

are, the energy dependence of D(g., Ill) can be cancelled only 

by GA and I, if at all. We will proceed then to see the com- 

bined effect of GA and I. 

(5) The combined contribution of GA and I, VA :- 

In ( 5.14), if we make the substitution 

9i - " (i -w), 
then X and Y become t 1 t WI 

. -I X=_ 8 a S .W wf d Gq + a- L 
) o ..vhct-w) 

__n 1 ,(t-w) 
dx. dww 

4w t o -N,(t-t4) 

Thus 
V 

A _ GA 

D'+ í. , a- p-(4)2, 

= 3-.2 tttl 'r "A¡¡` 
( 

rf 4°r u.) pti?c'] 
L _t V lY 

laR) 

vA W t wtiF +z( YG+ Xe)_,;%t.t Gt +(k.t)z(G+Ht+Le)25) 
1 

r 
1 

=F +(x,+i' Yc)- _'tLGc +,,(t s)I 
(°i (i 

+ 
C. 

+ -,S + 5)' 

3 -4 .tw=lXc. 4- XS)- 

us t -- " c! 

VA= °- 
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X w W r 
4 wt _t O vr,t.t-w) 

L 1 i ( 

= S 
At wile4 d.'w r-`w (t-xt) +l I 

v , o 

Y = 
oCa1 

a,A, 

, 
S't dx S 

Wc-W f d1974- aI 
0 

tá163 W ( l- W)' i°4 tt, Q' 414).W k e4' (i -/L) 

, o 0.0 
1 

a 

1 1 

S- 

1 t 0 
d><. w(t-w)(l+xw)S d 

, o t441- (A) 

dw.J J w((-) 1tLw Lw(t-.)1-1 
_t o wtG-w) 

rl l r =awJ dX Ç'd. t(t-taXt+x)t 
o a, 

jI 

w,. 
d.x 

J 
t.a wl(t- W1 14° 

O w(t w) 

In Appendix LI., we 

) 

al, 4'i- µ\W 

show that we can ignore all the terms 

involving Hs , Gs , He , Gc. and Yt , and that we can ignore 

V3 compared with the other terms in (5.25), Thus we have 

A 

Vi 

v3 

VA 4 

W+v%\2»F +t`X 
, 

F 4- Xt. 
) 

. 

t7 

= X, ( 5.26) 
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(5.26) differs from the set obtained by Charap and Tausner 

only in that W in our case contain a tie- dependent term. 

(6) Spectral functions : - 

We can now proceed to express our potential as the super- 

position of Yukawa potentials by first putting F, Xc, Yt , U 

into the form 

F 
= =3 

J 4-1'10-t 

(' ) ( 4 + 4 0. (5.27) 

etc. With the exception of Vt due to W and VB, V3 ; the 

following expressions are identical to those of Charap and 
(22) 

Tausner. We write them down for completeness. If we 

put 

Then we have 

Ci ) (Rir) 
. 

$1+ 
a 

1 ) 4 z w I w( r 

ac (a-t) = (2 
(4'+g.) 

M 
4 (WI , 

( 5.28) 

( 5.29) 
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.o (a. L) = 4 ri 6t;-+ a 
g + (g,'+ 1)1 1 

t L W I - J. 5.30 W ( -!- M 
) 

( ) 

It 1,4 IM z 
+ .c le. + 

a w -z M 6 
4 wL t'' wL twl 

1L _ t: C 

. 1}+ 
a .1 )1 t Nt= .te- 

O = c.tet OMit,). 

We put W is a subtracted form: 

(5.31) 

if w p 
! 

3 

W(, k= VJ(a, u_.) _ u., t da-Z 
64 a (c'+4tt) 

-4.,1.41t'S 
dtr1 

4/4' G'3 tQl+at`) 

where W(0, ti) is of course infinite. We will write VA in a 

subtracted form, and for comparison do the same thing for VB 

Then 
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A, II 
(.7 Cl, tk, t ) 

4-t 

- PT6Z AIR 
C7l) ;- ¿,4. 

vAi 
e 

(at-)L 
3 + s 

u.4 4' 4 t 

A, 8 i oo et 
a'ti 

V5 ' v4 i 4,1 4- 4 is 't, 

A, ß C 11 3 

11l8 

(0-t) 
1 

with 0. i LMz 6 

_ x - ti f 3 a 

g y 

h:tir (lof 

L7á ° á [ t4t1AgiA (a 

R 
0 

3 
° 

M) 
g7COS « 

A 

24. 4i- 
A M.L 

! C n X. 

B 4ts. (A 

( 5.33) 
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(7) The potential 

The potential AX. defined in (4.11b) can be handled in 

exactly the same manner. To fourth order in g, it turns out 

that we can obtain ¡L by the replacement 

u. t 11,t 

in V. This means U. and V are not equal in perturbation 

theory, at least to fourth order. 
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CHAPTER 6 

DISCUSSION. 

We devised in Chapter 4 a method by means of which a 

transition from Q.F,T. to a potential theory for a system of 

two particles can be effected without assuming much beyond the 

general postulates of Axiomatic Q.F.T. This is the decisive 

advantage of our method over the ones outlined in Chapter 1. 

There, the first major step was the establishment of the 

"first" Lippmann- Schwinger equation (4.10a) which is exact 

if the energy of the scattering state is below the pion pro- 

duction threshold.. Jauch and Rohrlich( 27), and Heisenberg(28) 

claimed to have proved the same equation in Q.F.T. for all 

energies, but throughout their proofs, they assumed the 

possibility of using the eigenstates of the free Hamiltonian 

as a basis of representation. Moreover, their formalism then 

led to the "second" Lippmann -Schwinger equation (2.9a) in 

which the matrix elements of the potential were replaced by 

those of the interaction Hamiltonian between two free states. 

Since for trilinear interactions the latter matrix elements 

vanish due to the violation of conservation of energy -momentum, 

their equivalent of (2.9a) means that the reaction matrix 

vanishes identically: 

From (4.10a) we obtained the Low equation (4.11a), exact 

for the same energy range. This latter should be compared with 

the one obtained by Low(29) whose method only works in the 
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peculiar case of pion- nucleon scattering. His equation is 

approximate even in the low energy region. Examination of 

(4.11a) showed that we have much freedom to assign values to 

the scattering matrix elements involving high energy scattering 

states. In particular we can demand the D- matrix elements 

between two -particle states to have the same functional form 

as those of them which have both energies below the threshold, 

which course of action we adopted in Chapter 5, and in Chapter 

3 albeit only on the energy- shell. Under this circumstance the 

T-matrix elements on the energy -shell defined in both Chapters 

for a potential theory should be equal in the case of boson - 

boson scattering, and hence if elements of the potential on 

the energy -shell obtained in these Chapters differ, it must 

be due to the fact that the T- matrix elements are split into 

two parts, the potential and the rest, differently. 

Now in the case of non -identical boson -boson scattering, 

a moment's reflection will confirm that the potential V is 

then 

V 
,, 

+ V + v 4- VI)) 

with Vol , V 
A 

, V 
13 

the same as in Reference 10, i.e., as 

would be obtained from (3.22), and j (AO z) 
i 

where 3)1' i ki Ì is as defined in (5.24) . Thus (6.1) 

(6.1) 

differs from the potential defined in Chapter 3 only in the 
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estimate of the contribution from the "deuteron ". This close 

similarity within the framework of perturbation theory and 

approximation to fourth order in the coupling constant, leads 

us to suspect that in these two methods of defining the 

potential, the split of the T- matrix elements on the energy - 

shell is probably the same, and that their difference arises 

from the shortcoming of the method of calculation.le This was 

the reason why in Chapter 5 we did not press on to calculate 

numerically and compare with experimental results. 

At present, our potential theory suffers from two defects. 

The first one is that the wavefunctions of the theory may not 

be orthonormal. The second is that we have no reliable method 

of calculating the potential defined in it. To a great extent 

these defects are due to the fact that in walltiag 

l a . a satisfactory way of estimating, never mind calculating, 

most expressions arising in it ìi Still Wahhq, 

In the last few years efforts have been concentrated in 

investigating T- matrix elements on the energy -shell, using 

analyticity and unitarity as the main tools. In a few cases 

dispersion relations in the energy variable come out of the 

complicated wash. Some people took as fundamental the double 

m It has been generally assumed that higher order graphs 

will give rise to forces of shorter ranges, Matthews( 
32) 

recently showed, however, that the force due to three - 

pion exchange seems to have much longer range than that 

due to two -pion exchange, 
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representation for the T- matrix elements conjectured by Mandel - 

sta_ni. The latest work in this line of development was the paper 

by Chew and Frautschi (30) who developed the so-called" strip 

approximation" which seems good for all physical energy pro- 

vided the magnitude of momentum transfer is less than I41. 

This range of value is precisely what we are interested in for 

calculating our potential. Unfortunately the feature that makes 

this approximation possible has no analogue at all for matrix 

elements off the energy -shell. As matter stands to -day, the 

most hopeful direction in which to look for a solution of our 

problem still seems to lie in dispersion relations, although the 

problem of establishing these relations will be as likely as 

not more difficult because three, instead of the usual two, 

independent variables are involved, and the matrix elements 

are no longer relativistically invariant because of the non - 

conservation of energy. 

Very recently, Fivel(31) took a preliminary step in this 

direction. Working in the centre -of -mass system and consider- 

ing the case of boson -boson scattering in a potential theory, 

he adopted as the definition of the T- matrix element T' ̂) in 

(2.16) and proved, under the assumption of space- and time - 

reversal invariance, that T` 
1( 

i' j 4) obeys a Mandelstam repre- 

sentation in and vI1- *J if e is held fixed, and that 

the generalization of the unitarity condition is 

3 Tc' ) Z T . 

44=k, 
(6.2) 
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(6.2) together with a one -dimensional dispersion relation for 

Tt provides a basis for an iterative procedure so that we 

get an expression giving the off -shell elements in terms of 

the ones on the energy- shell. 

The analogue of (6.2) can be demonstrated in Q.F.T, For 

simplicity we consider boson -boson scattering. Let us consider 

- - (24A irre. . <: I Co) I . k , 
where (x) _ (eµ aµ* KAI-A 4 4(x) being the field operator. 

The usual manipulations give 

_ 
` d`c e`ct+1k. 'kz</ 9 (-k) r(-;,) ét(;) .._ 
e o 1 

- Ex°) (2i)111k). 
(6.3) 

If we assume that the interaction is of the trilinear type, 

microscopic causality tells us that the matrix element of 

the equal time commutator depends only on (4e-4)' and is 

real. It will not complicate our further argument and will 

therefore be neglected in the following. 

Using 1 ice% A.° > o 

8(2.) -4 á(i {e(x0] E. Cz) =Fo x 
1 70t o, 

we can write 

_' -- rvk'o, k°, ¡s + ì.(k kì; =ì a ( 6.4) 
4 ve 

where 
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= L k-., 
EN)Có(-7i), 1/1-(1)1 ik> 

r 

and A is the same expression without the factor if-(1t) 

Then. 

af- 
.-. ¡,ko ! 

° 

o 
._.. 

l 

1 4 , k; `)-cS(k%) 
( . 605) 

If we assume that q is an arbitrary four -vector, then since 

and are invariant under Lorentz transformations, they 

must be functions of 

(ji2 (4.4), fte (C-dc.i. 
V 

(4'4.). (ki-lc.). ( 6.6) 

From (6.4) and (6.5) we see then that and A. will be 

real if they are even functions of the last two variables 

which are equal to zero when we have conservation of energy 

and momentum. 

If we apply time -reversal to (6.3) we get 

(t) - Z(4.°, -4 k- 
) 

-4)+ At6ei -i)it; 4;1:14( 6.7) 4 L 

Comparison of (6.4) and (6.7) then shows that o5 and ,. are 

indeed even in the two variables of (6.6). This means that 

the imaginary part of c is J . Introduction of a complete 

set of states and working in the system in which t 
+ = O 

then gives 
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5, k) = 21 ` 41,) 
Nt " 

(6.8) 

N) 
Recalling our definition of the 1 - matrix elements, we 

see that the same manipulation can be carried out for the 

other expression in it, and the result is the analogue of 

(602). 

The same procedure can be carried out in the case of 

fermion- fermion scattering without difficulty. 

We have not gone very far with the possible analytic 

properties of our T- matrix elements in C.F.T. We look forward 

to the time when that is done so that we can test our definition 

of the potential between two particles. 
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APPENDIX 1 : CONTRIBUTION FROM DIRECT GRAPHS 

We follow closely the method of attack used by Charap & 

Tausner(22). Application of the equations 

and 

citz ' 91 

( 1/, 1')_ 

reduces (5.10) to the form 

where 

with 

k ' L L- J =f ÿa 

)9 

(p ilegb?ro `"` - (i) 

(A1.1) 
, 

( )° (1(4- 
.t)v 

J 'i- i-i11 wE Z ltil --í - z- {1(1,4- (N } (' t -) t {(,l, Lj t ca 

3 
r ¢ `dz 'du fdu coo-wì (q,+-(- t) 

'J. 1 J - 
-DO - -( a ,,A ) i 

(k< cy ) (1- w), 
.t(A-Bb)(1-(-0)-LE) 

C N)) 

tZ .- ( - z) k\C'/ 

A ' (t'-f- if) t-)" 4- k,`'(°-0-!)) 

c.t2` ! Z) ._ _ 4a({` iII 
._ k ) ( 2 

(A1.2) 
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Syrnrnetric integration then gives 
)tt I -ÇÇ a , d ,'{-(S a-t) (s .¢t.1 s _ ' ,-) 

Z. C C c(z.dw 
-i 

µ +G+ts ;t 
A_ 

zZ S (n^`S ) ,(A1.3) 

On the energy -shell this expression should coincide with the 

one obtained by Charap &c Tausner who seemed: ta have made a mistake in 

obtaining 0/4); in place of our 

2 Z z1 z z L z i 
--- S -'_ w + w (i-x ) (- w) -- -+-2 k,t (i-w)(i+xw)-;LL,,, 

(Al./4-) 

(110(p- 
/LL =0_ 

= (. 

3 RA 4 - 
Z 4-v .a M1 s . (Al. 5) 

t() )l,(S+t) u(O L(fi`).,(-tt)1:,:(04-w 
(w1+064'0-,) 

._ - (- (-0(4 l'111--1- a +3 ) [(± Ì +w) (`'`" +- (1-C4*Z9)14 (1-w)(e4- 42° I- 

i41- 

X [(1-- bo)if: - 2(i. 

Z Z 
vi1) LL 

ot 1. 
At . (-;j,a, y (- 

-4- 1( 
)?-(j -i< + Z-i), (°+'k° -2li+ó l!tCí t uJ+2xw) 

4- çrul ici:1 )'.k A't (,,- k°y -(i° + .1e+gvÌ/021 

t tz) . 

I(i ,- is.O T u At + ( i + ia3 + 2 X. W) . út 
n 

-Í- touvit.D 

We see then (A1.6) is 
tA) 

(A1.6) 

not s 
li 

ymmetric with respect to Lt. n t and 

Let us turn to (5.12) . If we put 

g71 4-- q/2 
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(5.12) can be cast into the form 

4 
l 'uN¡ 1 _._- / 

016' 
/ 4 ï ) 

Ji$=1 

with 
V 

where 

(1.4-q 

Vf{\j .4. 

(10f 
.; 
, ii(k) Ì -- , --; ,. 

f 

(A1®7) 

(q, e (if i- -c ) ) 

- 
i 

¡ i 

( L ) 

f 

` 

rt/ 
+ 1.7 

L a k 
_f , 

d a ï,0 ;,) ( i -(;1/43) 

3 i Z r, 

2 cd,. .1; 

( 
j, 

_ .' ` ` o 
, +t J f- ! 

(A1,8) 

t - -t K` - (P - N` )> 

( ) -t-\' C l)( 
(-t ̀ t - (A 3ÿ)C(-L) 

and the rest are defined as in (A1.2). 

l s¡ S, ( Lù - t,L tZ .- ( (-- L )i 2-_ 

which is exactly the same as (A1.4) . 

2 I( ._(I-w)(i4.z.Lv. 

t i i .- `( -).t,i(:) ii( ) í )(vvN ) 
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is approximately the same as (A1.6) except that vlt) b o-`'I' are 

interchanged in the last square bracket. 

The averaging of (A1.1) and (A1.7) means the averaging of 

(A1.6) and (A1.9); the latter leads to the last square bracket 

in (A1.6) being changed to 

(,ll) \ cy.C,, i- a''' \ tk. 
^ t 

Dividing through this average by 

4 W?- (iv 4- 4 ) ( 

we then get approximately 
Z LV 

f 
ui 

va --b2 ( 
+A4 - ( xÚ.ì) 1 'i ) -i . .la' 

1 

t 
( 

1 x)t`' i-(+V+x=1 (2 

« 2 m ;M2 / v, 

4- 0- I 4- tii tic.;1..ri) Jac(. LirL J 

Substitution of (A105) and (A1.9) then leads to (5.13). 

(A1.9) 
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APPENDIX 2: CONTRIBUTION .tROM THE "CROSSED" GRAPHS 

Putting C!-.-. 2 (( - c 
z. ) 

we get from (5.15) 
_Y 

VVIL 

«, ` 2, 
[(TAO i(') il , ,.o 

y Í. ).) lly ('t;) r 
. L,_. ( () o jp(3r°L 

4 

where 

with 

=_- I ,Icr (-fr -I- 01-1/4- (t i- (1jf 

(C- 11)1+ w _ til (N- q,) + 144-- .(// 4- 02.4- - 4,4(ei/- 

,..._ 3 4La dw 
(- ) ` (.t)S 

o - a ce¡, +- A 

L 
t lv g(R+t(kY) 

IT LL dxely Çc( w w (-w 
_ Z + 

RI-Y- --1) oi_ --I R (n-R 1 (A2.2) 

R 

and all the other symbols as defined in (A1.2). 

A-- W- 

-- 4..° ( e- k°)(1.4-DO-w) 

,= ,t, (A\ + 2 4 -- z2 - ( i -- ))2 
z 

/ ' 

ron(. (R t) u(t) uM?l. (R-4.-±) A(k) 

vA' ( ( - k) )` (, -- (, - w)i (0Z - C. -y (03 

taA,vvkA 

2 oi 

(A2.3) 

(A2ß+) 
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From (A1.5), (A2.2), (A2.3) and (A2.4) we see the coefficients of 

(0, in (A2.1) are energy independent, and therefore (A2.1) must be 

the same as the corresponding expression from (5.11). We thus get 

(5.16) . 

Equation (5.16) is essentially the same as that obtained by 
gs 6 

Charap and Tausner except V ; the two expressions for 

differ by a minus sign throughout. The difference in the term 

involving U is due, we believe, to an error in Charap & Tausner's 

calculation. That in the term involving F is because there is a 

contribution to (A1.5) off the energy- shell, namely, 

a-t1i íA. t 4'1.) A t f- t Ci l kA. } -- U_ 
z 

( apart from some trivial factors which is not important for the 

moment) which vanishes on the energy shell. In the process of 

approximation that led to (A1.5) we threw away the last two terms 

because they are small compared with the other expressions in the 

coefficients of .s1)4 and in in (A1.5). This same cause accounts 

for the difference in 
4, 

and hence VS 
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APPENDIX 3: CONTRIBUTION FROM THE ITERATED ONE -MESON- EXCHANGE GRAPHS. 

From (5.19a), we get 

'TT 5c1di 
'Do 

t2. -o .-t (1-LL))- 

}-{ ,` - 4L t- a 7 t.i. _ 

. -Z t-- ,--,a(- 
2 - 

Using the transformation 

we get 

T 
t 

7_ t 

t 2:(2;)( - ;,t] 
5 

to pi 
+ 9:: " l n 

^ x)Z L' \ q7+ u i, 
_} 

4t? çt >+ T ï - 
A Ç --i- . f\C + t } (U .t x t) A t { (.- -u -1-. ( - x t ) wj2 tz1 

P!- 
4l 

1 t -+- w ( --3- x il1 /l t Ì ? 
ti) 

: ü + Lv ( u- + k t ) } A 

Routine simplification and symmetry integration then change the 

numerator to 
4_ 

-j- i ̀  ¡_ - 1 i,l i.1/41 -+ X 1 z ` tS -f- ? (- 

( lt' (21 1 2 .+ ), át -: --at-ìk . u.Z. ) _ t - 
C-(z, 

) uAt (1 -1-12- Z T 
t) 

Y 
-) 

3 
. 
3 

2- 

L-t7 '4 6' 
- w) A :0.ì ( i - ihi) " t -t- X i.3 tZ - ( t t2,(1 ) 

2) 

-4- l ( ¡ - ) - ),X_ iJ ( k - ir.7Ì ' + X 2.,/ - tLa ( I - i ; . i ) x i A i ( i- u . 1 ) l z [t e z 
- _ta)(t -W)S1(G; 't3 +-(9 ix,(t-W)u.t -LLI 

ii- ÿ wj t3 
f4- 

_ 4- gL-2 (C; 

(A3.1) 



The angular integrations can be performed and lead to 

b 
.J 

with 
2 ,1 

-- ,;.10 G, , L1x (numerator (fl -f- 4_ -4 E.) 

(,o W (A3.) 

(A3.2) 

the (numerators) being the coefficients of (O in (A3.2). 

A complicated series of integrations by parts then lead from 

(A3.1) and (A3.2) to (5.20). We will not show them in detail here, 

since they are mostly routine except in the reductions of J1 and 

J2 when we use the following two Lemmas3E:- 
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We would like to thank Dr. J.M. Charap for sending us the details 
of the corr sDQQnding two lemmas he and Dr. M.J. Tausmer used in 
their paperl22). Our two lemmas are mere adaptations of their two. 
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Lemma 2. 

In a similar manner we can prove that 
yl L 

Sd i .: a (c - it, z) { - wL( ! - x L ) -?L ( I -- ) a . t ( -S, 
= z -- C , + (z } ) 1 c -- ) 
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0 

where Q is an arbitrarily large positive number. 
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We will therefore change the integration over real w into one over 
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Thus compared with k , we can ignore terms like 

LA t. L G, 
f e f 

since they amount to only a few percents of the former. 
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and it can easily be shown that the latter has its highest value 
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We can therefore ignore terms in (5.25) which include 
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